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Abstract—This research proposes a novel reconstruction protocol
for restoring missing surfaces and low-quality edges and shapes in
photos of artifacts at historical sites. The protocol starts with the
extraction of a cloud of points. This extraction process is based on
four subordinate algorithms, which differ in the robustness and
amount of resultant. Moreover, they use different -but
complementary- accuracy to some related features and to the way
they build a quality mesh. The performance of our proposed protocol
is compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms and toolkits. The
statistical analysis shows that our algorithm significantly outperforms
its rivals in the resultant quality of its object files used to reconstruct
the desired model.

Keywords—Meshes, Point Clouds, Surface Reconstruction
Protocols, 3D Reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

D reconstruction from images is a reverse process for
obtaining 3D scenes from 2D images. Every 3D

reconstruction method has its appropriate instruments that
document shapes and poses of the targeted objects. The data
retrieved from the instruments are processed in order to build
a 3D model using specialized software [1]. Most of photo
reconstructing methods are based on the projection of
corresponding 3D points for specific images. These points will
be the “sight” of the reconstructed model. It is challenging to
determine which point is the starting point in the comparison
with the corresponded point in another image. Thus, when
working with two images the position of a 3D point could be
determined as the result of the intersection of two projected
rays. This method is called “Triangulation” [2]. The main idea
of this method is the nexus between diverse views that carry
the information that corresponds to sets of points that have
some structure, and that structure is related to the different
poses of the camera as well as its calibration.

In recent years, there has been a demand for 3D content
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creation. Unfortunately, many existing 3D model
reconstruction software lack high fidelity capabilities. This
weakness might be related to the lack in utilizing digital
imaging facilities such as cameras. Therefore, if additional
reconstruction methods are applied, we could provide more
realistic models. Structure from motion (SFM) is Surface
reconstruction software obtains 3D points from images by
computing the three dimensional structure relying on motion
data or information existing in the images captured from
different angles [1]. This method generates the model from a
set of photos.

The system takes a set of images as input and generates a
3D point cloud of the scene; the portion that was used of each
photo, and calibration of the cameras. Then a good-enough
dense point cloud is generated through triangulation. We use
VisualSFM (VSFM) [1] that integrates and improves the
following algorithms: an incremental SfM system, SIFT [3] on
the GPU, and the Multicore Bundle Adjustment. For the
sparse reconstruction, VisualSFM provides a simple interface
to run. The theory of structure from motion allows projection
matrices and 3D points to be computed using only
corresponding points in each view. Triangulation and
Projection could be applied by using other reconstruction
software to have high quality models. The software that we are
discussing in this paper are: SURE [4], CloudCompare [5] and
MeshLab [6] which is based on the Ball Pivoting Algorithm
[7]. These software contain many algorithms that differ in the
influence, effectiveness, and robustness for holes and sharp
edges. These differences will be discussed in the next sections
of this paper.

II. PROPOSED WORK

A. Visual Structure from Motion (VSFM)
VisualSFM [1] is an open source GUI that integrates and

combines diverse SFM software. It is used for 3D
reconstruction using structure from motion. It is capable of
processing dozens of photos to create a dense cloud of points.
VisualSFM runs efficiently due to its exploitation of multicore
parallelism in feature detection, feature matching, and bundle
adjustment. The most important features of VisualSFM are
summarized as follows:

1. Compute Missing Image Matches: VisualSFM attempts to
match all the photos with dependence on how the photos
were taken. Any areas that cannot be cross matched will
cause fragmentation to the model. This step detects image
features and determines feature correspondences. It
generates a connected graph like images with common
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features; key points are processed in parallel to obtain
their orientations and descriptors. This process is carried
out using Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
algorithm; the GPU implementation of SIFT [3].

2. Compute the sparse 3D: Reconstruction runs bundler and
generates a sparse point cloud. The relevant match among
images is calculated to determine the 3D positions of each
point in a relative coordinate system. This process is a
precursor to the dense reconstruction, but is normally very
quick. Dense matching and point cloud generation on the
set of images a process known as PMVS/CMVS. PMVS2
is multi-view stereo software that takes a set of images
and camera parameters as input and reconstructs the 3D
structure of the scene as a dense points set. SFM can
generate good coverage dense point cloud that can be
triangulated using standard software such as MeshLab.
Reconstructing multiple images using structure from
motion can be divided into two distinct stages: feature
matching and incremental structure from motion. The
algorithm to find corresponding points among images is
shown in Fig. 1. [1].

3. Bundle adjustment: Bundle Adjustment is used to
estimate a set of related parameters that more accurately
predict the locations of the observed points in the used
images. Adjustment minimizes the re-projection error
using nonlinear least-squares algorithms between the
image locations of observed and predicted image points
[9].

Fig. 1 Algorithm to find corresponding points between images [8]

B. Surface Reconstruction (SURE)
SURE [4] is software for creating 3D point cloud based on

the Semi-Global Matching (SGM) method, in which matching
results of low resolution pyramids are used to limit ranges in
disparity search for high resolution pyramids. We show that
memory requirements as well as processing times can be
significantly decreased when the quality of disparities
estimations is reduced. Merging redundant disparity
estimations of multiple stereo models increases the precision
and robustness of the generated point cloud. Based on basic
principles of epipolar geometry, it uses a time efficient
algorithm for outlier detection and object point triangulation.
It minimizes the re-projection error as a representation of an

approach of a multi-view stereo (MVS) method [10]. The
processing order in SURE based on its basic modules is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Flow chart of main modules in SURE

Main modules in SURE can be summarized as follows:
1. Rectification Module: The first process in this module

matches virtual images with the same centers as original,
but with updates in rotations and internal parameters. The
next step defines two 3×3 matrices, minimizes the
rotation of the image planes, maps each point to the
rectified image planes, having the same y-coordinates.

After deriving the hymnographies, the module calculates
the grey values for pixels at positions in the rectified frames.
Integer coordinates are mapped to the original images and the
respective grey values are interpolated [2].
2. Mathematical: Let bP and Pm be a pair of images to be

rectified and r
bP , r

mP are the resultant epipolar (images
r

bP and images r
mP ) virtual images providing the same

optical centers as original bP and Pm but possess
updated rotations and internal parameters. The next step is
to define two 3×3 matrices bM , rM relating the
homogeneous image coordinates ab, am in the original
images and r

ba , r
ma in rectified images according to

r
b b ba M x� (1)

r
m m ma M x� (2)

The inverse mapping can be simply calculated as

1 r
b b ba M a�
� (3)

1 r
m m ma M a�
� (4)

Despite differences in approaches of the methods, original
Pb and Pm are warped such that lines are horizontal and an
arbitrary object point Zi is mapped to the rectified image
planes of r

bP and r
mP possessing the same y-coordinates,

therefore

( , ,1) ( , ,1)r r r r r r
b b m ma a y a a y� (5)

Repeat
For each feature point in the first image
{

Compute the epipolar line in the second
image
Compute the epipolar line in the
third image 4
If the epipolar line intersects only

one feature point{
Compute the epipolar line for
matching feature point in the
other image.
Intersection with epipolar line
from first image gives the third
point.
Remove triplet from the List.

Until no feature point can be matched
uniquely.
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Also the optical rays and distances between object points
and perspective can be calculated as:

i

r
m i mC Z C Z� � � (6)

i

r
mb i bC Z C Z� � � (7)

3. Matching Module: this module is used for image
matching. It is a stereo method based on SGM but with
extension to the classical approach. The input for this
module is rectified images from the preceding
rectification module. The output of this module is the
raster data set representing the difference of each base
image pixel with respect to the matched image. The
distance r

bD between camera centre r
bC and object point

Xr on the optical ray can be calculated as

2 2( ) ( ) 1r r
b br

b

B x y
D

d
� �

� (8)

4. Structure Computation (Triangulation) Module: The
inputs of the triangulation module are orientations of
rectified/original base, match images, and the
correspondent difference images. The output is a 3D point
cloud or a depth image.

Fig. 3 Confidence intervals of disparity estimations

C. MeshLab
MeshLab is 3D mesh processing software that is well

known in the fields of 3D development [6]. MeshLab is
oriented to the management and processing of large and
unstructured meshes of point triangulation. The software uses
what is known as Octree data structuring. The automatic mesh
cleaning filters include: removal of duplicated, unreferenced
vertices, none manifold edges, and vertices and null faces.
Remeshing tools [6] support high quality simplification that is
based on quadric error measurement with various kinds of
subdivision surfaces and two surface reconstruction
algorithms. For noise removal, commonly present in acquired
surfaces, MeshLab applies various kinds of smoothing filters
and tools for curvature analysis and visualization. It registers
multiple range maps based on the Iterative Closest Point
algorithm (same as CloudCompare).

The Ball Pivoting Algorithm (BPA) [7] is a powerful
heuristic for reconstructing a triangular mesh surface from a
set of scattered 3D points. The method is strongly linked to the
Alpha (α)-shapes theory [11] where sampling conditions for

the Ball-Pivoting algorithm could be deduced from it.
1. Data Structure of (BPA): This method requires two

important data structures. Firstly, a point sorting and
searching structure to quickly access range neighborhoods
of a given position. Secondly, surface meshes
connectivity structure. This structure is a manifold with
holes-type structure. The surface is guaranteed to be self-
intersection free.

2. Search Structure of (BPA): To access neighboring
points we use an octree as a search structure that divides
the space into cells containing the points. The acceleration
of the search structure is done through locational codes.

D.CloudCompare
CloudCompare is 3D point cloud processing software [5]. It

handles triangular meshes and calibrated images. It provides a
set of tools for editing; rendering 3D point clouds and
triangular meshes. It offers advanced processing algorithms,
such as methods for performing Projections (axis-based,
cylinder or a cone unrolling) and Registration (Iterative
Closest Point). Some of its features include:
1. Distance computation (cloud-cloud or cloud-mesh nearest

neighbor distance “Hausdorff distance”) [12]: measures
how far two subsets of a metric space are from each other.
It turns the set of non-empty compact subsets of a metric
space into a metric space in its own right.

2. Statistics computation (spatial Chi-squared test).
3. Segmentation (connected components labeling, front

propagation based).
4. Geometric features estimation (density, curvature and

roughness). CloudCompare can handle unlimited scalar
fields per point cloud on which various dedicated
algorithms can be applied (smoothing, gradient
evaluation, statistics, etc.). A dynamic color rendering
system helps the user to visualize per-point scalar fields in
an efficient way. Therefore, CloudCompare can also be
used to visualize N-D data

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

We are presenting our proposed algorithm using a case of a
historical artifact in a museum. Firstly, when the VSFM gets
sufficient number of images for the historical artifact, it will
search for all Featured Points (Fp) that exist in each image to
compute the epipolar line in the other images. In the case of
two or more images, the algorithm will clean the array that
contains the images then uses the Fp and the value of the
epipolar (C) in matching the intersections between the chosen
Fp. If there is no Fp to catch then the RANSAC [8] algorithm
will be used. The next step is to search for triplets to remove
and that to eliminate the duplications. Those resulting Fp will
be the output of the VSFM. Secondly, the .out file that results
from the VSFM will be input to the SURE toolkit performing
the model rectification. SURE uses the Fp and another data
analyzed by the VSFM to generate the virtual images. SURE
will then do model matching which uses the function of the
updated rotation.

The point cloud (Pc) is generated by the orientation and
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based on the distance between the rays (X) and the Fp. The
registration method is used based on a special mode of
rendering supposed to be the cylindering which is one of the
OPENGL rendering modes. We should compute the distance
between the Pc values. This data will be saved in a .las file
that will be generated by the SURE toolkit and will then
become the input of the CloudCompare software.

Both of CloudCompare and the MeshLab can build an
Octree structure for the triangulation method of meshing. The
two software packages differ in the algorithms that each uses
for such purpose. Our next step is to use CloudCompare to
check whether the point cloud in the .las file contains any
background points in the model or they are merely points that
are part of the model itself. It then builds the octree using a
matrix that contains the Pc as neighbors (Pi) by searching in
them using the RANSAC algorithm. If no neighbor around Pc
is found, it will tack the point that resulted in the .las file.

Nonetheless, the resulting mesh is still not good enough in
terms of quality and smoothness. Moreover, it has noisy points
around the model which causes problems when separating the
background points from the featured points of the cloud.
Finally, the desired model is generated in the .obj file format
to be subsequently fed as input for MeshLab software.
MeshLab reconstructs the model again using the Ball-Pivoting
Algorithm (BPA) which loops to get an active edge for the
matrix. If the Pc is a seed for the triangle then it will start
building the octree using the activated edge. Building the
octree also is based on searching for neighbors for the
activated seed. Following mesh development, a reconstruction
function will run, that is based on finding the seed triangle
again, then expanding a triangulation for the new seed and the
extracted Pc. Then, it identifies the candidates to be used to
find a vertex (v) to creating facet with the edge (r). The last
step is to parallelize the points with the cells which can be
processed simultaneously and duplicated in the same color.
The pseudo-code that summarizes how the proposed protocol
works is presented in Fig. 4.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup
The experiments were conducted on a personal computer

with an Intel Core i7-2640m CPU @ 2.80GHz processor, 4GB
RAM, and 64-bit window 7. In VSFM we used multiple
images of sample artifacts and computed 3D reconstruction as
start. In SURE we used -fold 4 as a main parameter when
reconstructing the models. In CloudCompare, the .las files
which created by SURE were opened in point cloud to start
the Distance computation by “Hausdorff distance”. In
MeshLab we used Surface Reconstruction by by Ball Pivoting
method that started with 0 ball pivoting radius up to 0.574823
world unit. These values are limited by the hardware
specification. We attempted to develop the model with several
trials which are explained as follows:
1. VSFM and MeshLab: we took nine photos for the

sculpture “Tomb Stone” at Dar-As-Saraya Museum in
Irbid city in Jordan. The VSFM software processed the

images and produces .out file which fed input for the
(BPA) in the MeshLab. Fig. 5 shows the resulting model.
The poor model highlights the importance of applying the
(MVS) methods in reconstruction with the combination of
CloudCompare meshing techniques and comparison of
the point clouds.

2. VSFM with SURE and CloudCompare: after processing
the .out file in the SURE software and determining the
minimum number of points that must be observed in the
stereo model, we used the .las file as an input for the
CloudCompare. The resulting model is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4 Algorithm to reconstruct models

Proposed Algorithm protocol to reconstruct models using photos:
Where (Fp) is the featured point, (D) the distance, (X) the ray, (Pc) the
point cloud, (Pi) the neighbor, (r) the active edge, (v) the vertex.
1 getImage(image)
2 foreach Fp in image
3 C=right_epipolar(image)
4 if C>=1 then
5 clean_list()
6 match_intersections(C,Fp)
7 Remove_triplet()
8 generate_virtual_images(C,Fp)
9 update_rotation(Fp)
10 Pc=orientation(D,X, Fp)
11 register(Pc, "cylinder")
12 compute_distances(Pc)
13 end if
14 end
15 for Pc in Pi
16 if Pi [row][column] is not background then
17 if neighbors is empty then
18 newPi=Pi[row][column]+Pi[nextrow][nextcolumn]
19 end if
20 while true
21 r=get_active_edge(newPi)
22 if Pc=findSeedTriangle() then
23 buildOctree(Pc,r)
24 getNeighbors(Pc,r,D)
25 Reconstruct(Pc,r)
26 T=fineSeedTriangle(Pc,r)
27 Tt=ExpandTriangulation(T,Pc,r)
28 v=findCandidate(e,Pc,r)
29 Paralleliz_Points()
30 else
31 end if
32 mark_as_boundary()
33 end
34 end if
35 end

return
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Fig. 5 MeshLab output using ball-pivoting

The default value of the (-fold) command 
manipulated. However, for a better resolutio
appearance, this value must be increased. Eve
only 1 (-fold parameter = 4) is sufficient
quality of the produced model.

Fig. 6 CloudCompare output model using Pois

3. VSFM, SURE, CloudCompare and Me
combines all the previous steps in one
proposed protocol as indicated in the alg
In this trial we noticed that SURE does o
the reconstruction process using the con
running the individual modules lik
matching (SGM) and triangulation.

CloudCompare is to visualize the .las file
set of points for each resulting imag
superimposed on the 3-D plane. CloudComp
ability to convert the data to another format to
MeshLab. MeshLab applied the (BPA
reconstruction, thus bringing higher smoothn
points. Finally, we applied cleaning and he
version of the model that was developed usin
shown in Fig. 7. Evidently, this is a clear
version with minimum number of holes.

Concept
Protocol

Meshlab CloudCompare Proposed Protocol
Vertices 1953 602284a 4280651a

Reconstructi
on algorithm

Poisson, Ball-
Pivoting Poisson Both Poisson, BPA

and others

and poisson

is 3 and was not
on and enhanced
en an increase by

to leverage the

sson algorithm

eshLab: this trial
e and applies the
gorithm in Fig. 4.
outstanding job in
ntrol files, and in
ke rectification,

e by producing a
ge and is then
pare also had the
o be processed by
A) for surface
ness and noiseless
ealing tools. The
ng our protocol is
rer and smoother

Fig. 7 Proposed protocol

B. Results and Analysis
The first experiment produced

suffering surface incompletion and
the extracted points. There were 1
from this process. In the second 
SURE reconstruction methods be
with increasing the (-fold) p
CloudCompare visualized the resul
the resolution, yet edges and were s
points size two times resulted in v
622593 (average of nearly 60224
experiment (Fig. 7) we merged the 
into one to gain the result of 428065
applying the (BPA) five times us
photos and the same parameters valu

Table I shows a comparison b
setups and the obtained results. Com
the order specified and with the su
produces an average value of 42806
points or sharp edges and with sm
can use both of the Poisson and the
surface while CloudCompare use o
proposed protocol both of them are
the model by the indicated toolkits.

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN RECONST

Concept
Pr

Meshlab CloudCo Proposed Protocol
Vertices 1953 602284a 4280651a

Reconstructi
on algorithm

Poisson, Ball-
Pivoting Poisson Both Poisson, BPA

and others
a: is the average vetrices resulted

Fig. 8 shows a plot of the diff
vertices in each experimented proto
proposed protocol has the high
compared to MeshLab and CloudC
between the commonly-used protoc
use of the (MVS) methods that e
methods can collect more featured p
would be visualized by the compar
computation using the CloudCompa

l output model

a model of poor quality,
with far distances among

1953 vertices that resulted
experiment the effect of

came tangible, especially
parameter value to 4.
lted .las file and increased
still present. Increasing the
vertices values of 581976,
48 vertices). In the third

two previous experiments
51 vertices in average after
sing the same number of
ues.
between the experimental
mbining the four toolkits in
uggested parameter values
651 vertices without noisy

moother surfaces. MeshLab
e (BPA) to reconstruct the
only Poisson. Thus, in the
e used after reconstructing

TRUCTION PROTOCOLS

Concept
rotocol

Meshlab ompare Proposed Protocol
Vertices 1953 4280651a

Reconstructi
on algorithm

Poisson, Ball-
Pivoting

Both Poisson, BPA
and others

fferentiation of number of
ocol. It is evident that the
hest number of vertices
Compare. These huge gaps
cols are attributable to the
exist in the SURE. These
point in the point cloud that
ring methods and distance

are.
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Fig. 8 Number of vertices in each pro

After applying Ball-Pivoting algorithm fo
MeshLab on the model that was created by
the number of vertices dramatically increased
9. This is a consequence of building the O
which increased the correlation of the triangul

V.CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduce a new protocol
novel method for reconstructing models of h
Our method is based on generating point clo
taken by a digital camera. The points 
triangulated using meshing algorithms and 
octrees structuring. The proposed protocol 
dense sample of points collected as a smooth 

Fig. 9 Number of vertices for each experiment 

The quality of the density points depends o
Pivoting Algorithm that reconstructs the m
The quality of produced model is noiseless w
of holes. These improvements are the result 
framework providing all necessary tools to cu
and bad points. The experiments and analy
demonstrate CloudCompare's effectiveness
necessary .obj file as input for MeshLab. 
CloudCompare is adequate for increasing 
simulated points for the used ima
CloudCompare is sufficient when collectin
used images, while MeshLab is more appro
reconstruction.

otocol

for 5 times using
y CloudCompare,
d as shown in Fig.
Octree five times
lated mesh.

l that represents a
historical artifacts.
ouds from photos
in a cloud are
techniques with

provides a good
model.

in our protocol

on using the Ball-
messing surfaces.

with lower number
of the combined

ut the noisy edges
sis of the results
in producing the
This shows that
the number of

ges. Moreover,
ng points for the
opriate for model
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